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Denote by S(m, n, r) the number of non-isomorphic r-critical linear n-graphs on 
m vertices. It is shown that for n 2 3, r > 3 there exists a constant c > 1 depending 
only on n and r such that S(m, n, r) > cm for all sufficiently large m. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A hypergraph is an ordered pair (V, Sr), where V is a finite non-empty set 
and ST is a non-empty collection of subsets of V. We shall always assume 
that V= U .F, so that we may speak of the hypergraph s’ rather than 
(V, St). The elements of U s’ are called the vertices of Y while the ele- 
ments of .F are called the edges of .F. 
If F’ is a non-empty subset of a hypergraph Sr, then ST’ is said to be a 
partial hypergraph. X’ is said to be a proper partial hypergraph if it is a 
proper subset of s’. A hypergraph F is said to be uniform if for all F E X, 
IFJ = n for some integer n > 2. Then K is called an n-graph. A hypergraph 
is said to be linear if [FnF’I < 1 for all F,F’Ejr, F#F’. 
A hypergraph is said to be connected if it is impossible to partition the 
vertex set into two disjoint non-empty sets A and B such that if F is an edge 
of the hypergraph, then either Fc A or F c B. A maximal connected sub- 
graph of a hypergraph will be called a component. 
Two hypergraphs F and F’ are said to be isomorphic if there exists a 
one-one function 6 from U ST onto U j7-’ such that B(F) E St’ iff FE F. 
The function 8 is called an isomorphism between s’ and jr’. 
One of the most extensively studied concepts of ordinary graph theory is 
that of chromatic number. We remind the reader that a graph is said to have 
chromatic number r if r is the least positive integer for which there exists 
some way of coloring the vertices of the graph in r colors so that no edge 
joins vertices of the same color. This notion generalizes in a natural way to 
hypergraphs. 
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A hypergraph s” is said to be r-colorable if there exists a function 
fp: u r-+ {l,..., r} such that 1 #(F>] > 2 for all FE F. We call 9 an r- 
coloring of s’. jt is r-chromatic if it is r-colorable but not (r - l>colorable 
and we then call r the chromatic number of F. fl is r-critical if it is r- 
chromatic and all its proper partial hypergraphs are (r - l>colorable. s’ is 
criticaZ if it is r-critical for some r. 
Critical 2-graphs were first investigated by Dirac and subsequently by 
many other authors, in particular by Gallai (see, for example, [8, 9, and 131 
and references given there). It is a simple matter to verify that the only 3- 
critical 2-graphs are the circuits of odd length. It was hoped at one time that 
a characterization of the 4-critical 2-graphs would be useful in tackling the 
celebrated Four Color Problem. However, no such characterization has been 
found and, in fact, results (see, for example, Simonovits [ 141 and Toft [ 161) 
indicate that the 4-critical 2-graphs may be quite complicated and that 
perhaps no simple characterization is possible. Recent results indicate that 
even linear 3-critical 3-graphs may be equally complicated (see for example 
Miiller, Riidl, and Turzik [ 121). 
By an (m, n, r>graph we shall mean an r-critical n-graph on m vertices. It 
is known that given n > 3 and r > 3, (m, n, r>graphs exist iff 
m > (n - l)(r - 1) + 1. This is due to Abbott and Hanson [3] for the case 
r = 3 and to Taft [ 181 for r > 4. However, the constructions in these papers 
do not yield linear n-graphs. 
The existence problem of linear (m, n, r)-graphs seems to have been first 
raised by Gallai. Erdijs and Hajnal [6] mention the problem and point out 
that the Steiner triple system on 7 points is an example of a linear (7, 3, 3)- 
graph, but give no other examples. 
Given n > 3 and r > 3, let T(n, r) denote the set of integers m for which 
linear (m, n, r)-graphs exist. That T(n, r) is non-empty was proved by several 
authors at about the same time. A simple proof based on Ramsey’s Theorem 
was given by Abbott [l] for the case r = 3, and his proof easily generalizes 
to r > 4. Other proofs were given by Erdiis and Hajnal [7], Lovasz [ 111 and 
Hales and Jewett [lo]. In all these papers, the n-graphs constructed are not 
necessarily criticaly, but since any r-chromatic n-graph contains an r-critical 
subgraph, there is no problem. 
The papers of Lovasz, Erdos and Hajnal referred to above actually show 
that T(n, r) is infinite. A simple proof of this was given by Abbott [2] for the 
case r = 3, which again can be generalized to r > 4. Finally, Abbott and Liu 
[4] showed that T(n, r) contains all sufficiently large integers. 
Once the existence of at least one linear (m, n, r)-graph has been es- 
tablished, it is natural to ask how many such n-graphs there are, to within 
isomorphism. We define S(m, n, r) to be the number of non-isomorphic 
linear (m, n, r)-graphs. We are concerned with the cases where n > 3 and 
r > 3 are fixed and m is large. Our main result is the following: 
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THEOREM A. For n > 3 and r 2 3, there exists a constant c > 1, 
depending on n and r, such that 
for sufJciently large m. 
S(m, n, r) > c” 
The case of 2-graphs has not been very extensively studied. However, 
results stronger than Theorem A can be obtained in this case from the many 
known constructions of r-critical 2-graphs. Thus, for example, the 
construction of Section 8 in [ 171 shows that there exists a constant c > 1 
such that s(m, 2,4) > cm “Ogm for sufficiently large m. 
2. BASIC CONSTRUCTIONS 
Before we consider linear n-graphs, we shall prove a result about critical 
hypergraphs in general. 
THEOREM B. Let S be an r-critical hypergraph. Let u p = {v, ,..., ut} 
and let A be a subset of { l,..., t). For i E A, let 5 be an r-critical hypergraph 
and let Fi be a fixed edge of 5 (we assume that u Y and u 5 are disjoint 
for i E A, and that IJ 5 and u 3 are disjoint for i, j E A, i #j). Let ST be 
the hypergraph consisting of all edges of 6 - (Fi), i E A, together with the 
edges G, G E 5, where G is obtained from G by replacing each Vi E G, i E A, 
with a non-empty subset of Fi. Then 
(i) X is not (r - 1)-colorable. 
(ii) jr- {G} is (r- 1 )-colorable for any G E 5. 
Proof (i) Suppose on the contrary F has an (r - 1)-coloring v. For 
i E A, we must have 1 W(Fi)I = 1 as 6 is r-critical. Define I#: u 5 + 
(1 ,**., r- 1) by 
V’tvi) = dvi) if i&A, 
= WtFi) if iEA. 
Since r is r-critical, it must contain an edge G such that 1 W’(G)] = 1. It 
follows that I y/(G)] = 1 in X, a contradiction. 
(ii) Let w’ be an (r - 1)-coloring of Y - {G}. For i E A, let vi be an 
(r - l>coloring of 5 - {Fi} such that Wi(Fi) = t/I’(Vi). 
11 Y--9 r- 1) by 
Vdv) = V’tvi) if V=Vi, i&A, 
= ViCv) if VET, iEA. 
It is easily verified that w  is an (r - 1)-coloring of F - 
Define w: u s’--+ 
C}. I 
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It is not generally true that s7- is actually r-critical without strengthening 
the hypothesis of the theorem. However, very little else is needed, and this 
can be accomplished in many different ways. These are difficult to sum- 
marize comprehensively, and we have not incorporated them into the 
hypothesis lest the theorem may become too restrictive. 
A special case of Theorem B (where ]A 1 = 1 and where each G is obtained 
from G by replacing the vertex ui, i E A, by precisely one vertex of Fi) was 
studied in [ 15 and 171. Even in this special case the obtained hypergraph X 
is not necessarily r-critical. For 2-graphs and r > 4 a counter-example was 
given by Gallai (see Fig. 5.1 in [ 15]), and similar examples of linear 3- 
critical 3-graphs can be obtained. (See Fig. (1)). 
We now give some applications of the basic construction scheme for linear 
(m, n, r)-graphs. After X has been constructed, it still remains to verify that 
it is indeed r-critical. To do this, it is only necessary to show that X - {I;} 
is (r - I)-colorable for any edge F in any of the 5. In the following exam- 
ples, the verifications are routine and we suppress the details. 
We begin by constructing some almost uniform linear r-critical 
hypergraphs, with edge size n except for one edge of size n - 1. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let n>3 and r=3. Let t=n- 1 and let r= {G,,...,Gt}, 
where Gi = (vi, V,) for l<i<t-1 and G, = (0, ,..., u,-,). Let 
A = {l,..., t - 1). For i E A, let 6 be a linear (mi, n, 3)graph with 
Fi = (a; ,..., ai,) and let Gi = (af ,..., ai _, , v,). Let Gt = (a: ,..., a’,- ‘, a::‘,). 
Remark 1. Since no vertex in a critical hypergraph can have degree 1, 
al,:‘, has degree at least 2 in &- 1. Hence X, constructed in Example 1, has 
a vertex in its “short” edge which has degree at least 3. 
Remark 2. It is easy to see, from the results of [4] and by suitable 
choice of the mi, that two hypergraphs can be constructed according to Ex- 
ample 1 so that their vertex sets differ in size by 1. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let n > 3 and r > 3. Let Y = {G, ,..., Gk}, k > t, where 
{G t 9--*, Gk} is a linear (r - 1)-critical hypergraph on {v, ,..., v,- i } with edge 
size n except for the one edge G, which is of size n - 1. For 1 < i < t - 1, let 
Gi= (Vi, V,). Let A = {l,..., t- 1 } and for i E A, let 5 be a linear (mi, n, r> 
graph with Fi = (af ,..., a:). Let Gi = (af ,..., aiel, v,) for 1 < i < t - 1 while 
for j > t, Gj is obtained from Gj by replacing Vi with al. 
Remark 3. It is easy to see, from the results of [4] and by suitable 
choice of the mi, that two hypergraphs R and Y can be constructed ac- 
cording to Example 2 so that 1 lJ Z’] = M and ] u .V] = M + 1 for some in- 
teger M. 
We now make use of these almost uniform hypergraphs to construct linear 
(m, n, r)-graphs. 
b 
FIG. 1. (a) g, a 3-critical 3-graph; A = {v,}. (b) 5, a 3-critical 3-graph. 
3-critical; F - {x, y, z, w} is 3-critical. 
(c) X, not 
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EXAMPLE 3. Let n > 3 and r = 3. Let t be odd and identify t + 1 with 1. 
Let g = {G, ,..., G,}, where Gi = (Vi, Ui+ 1) for 1 < i < t. Let A = { l,..., t}: 
For i E A, let 5 be a linear 3-critical hypergraph with edge size n except for 
the edge Fi = (a’, ,..., a:-, ). Furthermore, let ai have degree at least 3 (see 
Remark 1) and let 1 u YJ= M or M + 1 for some integer.M (see Remark 2). 
Let Gi = (af ,..., ai- 1, a{+ ‘). 
EXAMPLE 4. Let n > 3 and r > 3. Let Y = {G, ,..., Gk}, k > t, where 
SF = { Gt,..., Gk} is a linear (t - 1, n, r- 1)-graph on{u,,..., v,-,}. For 
1 < i < t - 1, let Gi = (Vi, u,). Let A = { l,..., t - 1) and for i E A, let 5 be a 
copy of either Z or 9 as in Remark 3, where Fi = (a: ,..., a~-,) is the 
“short” edge of 5. Let Gi = (at ,..., ai- r, ut) for 1 < i Q t - 1 while for j 2 t, 
Gj is obtained from Gj by replacing Vi with af . 
Our final example does not involve the almost uniform hypergraphs 
constructed in Examples 1 and 2. However, it is a variation of the same 
theme. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let n > 3 and r = 3. Let (n + 2)/2 < t < n + 1. Let 
F = {G, ,..., G,}, where Gi = (Vi, v,) for 1 < i < t - 1 and G, = (v, ,..., v,-,). 
Let A = {l,..., t - 1). For i E A, let 6 be a linear (mi, n, 3)-graph with 
Fi = (a f ,..., af,) and let Gi = (al ,..., aimI, 
4, 
v,). Let FI be an edge consisting of 
l,<i<t- 1, together with a subset of {aA_,]l<i<t-1) of size 
n-t+ 1. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
We shall present the proof via several lemmas. The first one is due to 
Dirac [5] for the case of 2-graphs and to Toft [ 151 for hypergraphs in 
general. 
LEMMA 1. Let X be an r-critical hypergraph and let Z be a set of r - 2 
edges of s’. Then s’ - 8’ is connected. 
The notation in Section 2 will be used for the remainder of this section. 
LEMMA 2. Let X be a linear (m, n, 3)-graph constructed according to 
Example 3. Let 8” be a set oft edges of St and suppose that R - ~5’ consists 
of t components each of which contains A4 or M + 1 vertices. Then 
8 = {Gil 1 Q i < t}. 
Proof. Let $= (q- {Fi})U {Cl} for 1 <i< t. Suppose l&?‘nql=O 
for some j. 3 is connected and we have ai’ ’ E U 6. Now all edges in - 
.  l 
q+ 1 containing dI ‘+I must belong to 8’ or we have a component of Sr - 8 
582b/29/1-8 
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of size greater than M + 1. Now a(’ ’ has degree at least 3 in 4+ 1, and if 
18 nq+ , ( 2 3, it follows easily that I.??‘[ > t, a contradiction. Hence for 
1 < i < t, 18 f-?&I # 0 and consequently ( 8’ n&I = 1. It follows from 
Lemma 1, via consideration of 5, that & - 8 is connected for 1 < i < t. If 
there exists j such that Gj 6$ 8, then 4U T+ 1 will belong to a component 
of a size greater than M + 1. Hence k? = {G, ,..., Gt}, as required. 1 
Finally, we need a simple number theoretic result. 
LEMMA 3. Let M be a positive integer. Then every sufJiciently large 
integer m can be written in the form 
m=M(q--a)+(M+ l)(q+a+ 1) (1) 
for some positive integers q and a, 0 < a < 2M + 1. 
Proof. Let m > 3M + 2. Then there is a unique positive integer q such 
that Mq+(M+ l)(q+ l)<m <M(q+ l)+(M+ l)(q+2). Thus we have 
m=Mq+ (M+ l)(q+ l)+a= M(q - a)(q + a + l), where, as required, 
O<a< M(q+ l)+ (M+ l)(q+2)-Mq-(M+ l)(q+ l)= 2M+ 1. fl 
Now we are in a position to prove our main result. 
THEOREM A. For n>,3 and 
depending on n and r, such that 
r>3, there exists a constant c> 1, 
S(m, n, r) < cm 
for sufficiently large m. 
Proof. We use induction on r. Consider first the case r = 3. In Lemma 3 
let A4 be as in Example 3 and write t = 2q + 1. Let m be so large that 
q > 2M + 1 and hence that q - a is positive. Let Q be a (q - a)-subset of 
{ l,..., 2q + 1). Let R(Q) be the linear (m, n, 3)-graph constructed according 
to Example 3 with lUs”;l =M for iE Q and IUs’;( =M+ 1 for i& Q. Let 
Q’ be another (q - a)-subset of {l,..., 2q + 1) and let Y(Q’) be constructed 
similarly. 
Suppose s’(Q) and X(Q’) are isomorphic, and let 8 be an isomorphism 
between them. If we remove all of the edges Gi from St(Q), 1 Q i < 2q + 1, 
we get 2q + 1 components, q - a of which have M vertices and q + a + 1 of 
which have M + 1 vertices. Thus, removing the edges e((?j) from s’(Q’) has 
the same effect. However, by Lemma 2, the only way this can be achieved is 
by deleting the edges q (the analogue of pi in R(Q’)). Thus 8 must map 
the edges Gi onto the edges @ in some order. We may assume that for some 
j, B(G7i) = GJ. By removing Gj and ~j+ I from s’(Q), we obtain two 
components one of which is of size M or M + 1 and containing exactly one 
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vertex in Gj. Now, removing cj and O(Gj+ i) has the same effect. Thus we 
must have O(Gj+ i) = GJ+, . Repeating this argument, we conclude that there 
is a cyclic permutation of {l,..., 2q + 1) which maps Q onto Q’. It follows 
that 
1 
s(m, n, 3) > - 
2q + 1 
In view of (1) and the fact that A4 is fixed, we get 
S(m, 4 3) > c” 
for some c > 1. This completes the argument for the case r = 3. 
Let A4 be as in Remark 3 and let d be the maximal degree of the vertices 
in the hypergraphs X and 9. Let p > max(2d, M - 1) be such that for all 
m >p, linear (m, n, r - 1)-graphs exist and 
S(m,n,r-I)>? 
for some constant c > 1. Henceforth p is fixed. 
Let m > M(p + 1) and write 
(2) 
m-l=(t-l)M+b, O<b<M-1. (3) 
Note that t - 1 >p. Let jt be a linear (m, n, r)-graph constructed according 
to Example 4 from t - 1 -b copies of X and b copies of Y’. Note that 
t- 1 -b>p-M+ 1. Recall that a linear (t- l,n,r- 1)-graphXis used 
as the “model” for this construction. Let Sr’ be similarly constructed using 
another linear (t - 1, n, r - 1)-graph X. 
Suppose F and St’ are isomorphic, and let 9 be an isomorphism between 
them. Now the vertices v, in X and v,l (the analogue of v,; this notation will 
be used for the remainder of the proof) in S3’ have degree t - 1, and since 
t - 1 >p 2 2d, no other vertex in either graph can have degree t - 1. (This 
follows because t - 1 > 2d implies t - 1 > (t - 2)/(n - 1) + d, and any 
degree in the linear n-graph X on t - 1 vertices is < (t - 2)/(n - l).) Hence 
we must have O(V~) = vi, and it follows that 8 maps 8 = {Gil 1 < i < t - 1) 
onto 8’= {@I1 <i<t- 1). Now X= {KEjT-~~Kc U i!T} and 
similarly we have X’ = {K’ E X’ - cPIK’ c U&9}, and thus 8 maps X 
onto X’. 
It follows that non-isomorphic (t - 1, n, r - 1)-graphs lead to non- 
isomorphic (m, n, r)-graphs. By (2) and (3), we have 
S(m, n, r) > S(t - 1, n, r - 1) 
> 8-l > cy 
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for some constant c, > 1, keeping in mind that M is fixed. This completes 
induction. i 
the 
4. FURTHER REMARKS 
In [4], Abbott and Liu proved that given n 2 3 and r > 3, the set T(n, r) 
of integers m for which linear (m, n, r)-graphs exist contains all sufficiently 
large integers. A key step in their proof is the demonstration that T(n, 3) 
contains two consecutive integers. Using Example 5 in Section 2, this can be 
accomplished quite easily. 
The construction in Example 5 shows that if m, ,..., m, belong to T(n, 3), 
then l+m,+... + m, belongs to T(n, 3), where (n + 2)/2 < t < n + 1. Let n 
be written as 2k or 2k - 1. Note that in both cases (n + 2)/2 < k + 1 < 
n + 1. Let n be written as 2k or 2k + 1. Note that in both cases (n + 2)/2 < 
k + 1 < 2k < n + 1. We shall show that T(n, 3) contains two consecutive 
integers in four steps: 
1. Since T(n, 3) is non-empty, there exists m E T(n, 3). 
2. Let t=k+l or t=k+2, and m,=-a-=m,=m. Then 
1 + (k + 1)m E T(n, 3) and 1 + (k + 2)m E T(n, 3). 
3. Let t=k+ 1, m, = . . . =mkel=m and mk=mk+l= 
1 + (k + 1)m. Then 3 + (3k + 1)m E T(n, 3). 
4. Let t=2k, m,=+es=m,,+,=m and m,,=l+(k+2)m. Then 
2 + (3k + 1)m E T(n, 3). 
It was also proved in [4] that 
T(3,3) = 
T(4,3) = 
and 
T(3,4) = 
{7P{mlm>91, 
{mlm 2 124) 
{mlm > 1399). 
With our new constructions in Section 2, we can improve the last statement 
to 
T(3,4)~ {mlm>713}. 
We shall not give the details. 
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